Move and improve your apps on Oracle Cloud

Modernize your applications to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Migrate to a platform optimized for Oracle workloads

Better vs. the competition

More enterprises are moving to the public cloud — and for good reason.
But not all clouds are the same. Oracle Cloud is a Generation 2 enterprise cloud
that delivers powerful compute and networking performance and includes
a comprehensive portfolio of infrastructure and platform cloud services.

• 74% savings for outbound bandwidth
• 2X better price performance for
general compute
• 44% lower compute costs for HPC

Built from the ground up to meet the needs of performance intensive
applications, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure supports all legacy workloads and
delivers modern cloud development tools, enabling enterprises to continuously innovate and extend their applications with PaaS services on OCI.

• 20X IOPS performance of
block storage for half the cost

Move and improve Oracle apps to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
OCI improves appllication performance, resiliency, and agility with a
purpose-built enterprise cloud — optimized for Oracle apps and databases.

Better TCO and ROI
• Up to 40% lower TCO than
on-premises and competing clouds
• Superior performance backed
by SLAs
• Automated migration and lifecycle
management

On-Premises

• Enhanced availability, security,
and control

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Use Cases:
Dev/Test • Backup and DR
Production • Extend data center to the cloud

Reaping the benefits
Cost

Innovation

Transformation

Performance

Security

• Reduce on-premises
infrastructure spend

• Accelerate business
innovation by
getting new apps
out quickly

• Provide instant
access to resources;
no infrastructure
procurement
headaches

• Next-gen performance matches or
exceeds on-prem
deployments

• Gen 2 public cloud
built on security-first
design principles

• Add predictable
costs based on
usage
• Run rightsized,
all the time

• Consolidate app
silos with disparate
on-premises HW
into single cloud

• Focus on strategic
priorities, not HW and
SW management

• Supports workloads
from cloud-native
to critical apps and
databases in cloud

• Advanced network
isolation and multitiered defenses
• Customer-dedicated
physical server option

Getting started
Professional Experts

Automation tools

No re-architecture

• Oracle professional services

• Move your environment “as-is”

• Oracle Partners

• Automated migration tools — experience
no surprises with Oracle Soar

• Proof of concepts at no charge

• Provisioning tools and auto backup

• No retaining required

• Keep customizations

Move and improve your apps on Oracle Cloud

IBM Services: Your end-to-end partner in the Oracle Cloud
“IBM Services delivers everything you need to modernize, run,
manage and secure your mission-critical applications on OCI.
When it comes to hybrid cloud and multi-cloud, IBM has seen it all,
done it all. Our experience and capabilities are unmatched.”
— Paul Cyphers, Global Oracle Managed Applications, Offering Manager

IBM
• Over 300 offices in 170 countries
• World’s largest Managed Services
Provider for 20 years

Oracle credentials
• 34-year partnership with Oracle

Accelerate with operational excellence
• Automate 75% of routine manual tasks to build and manage OCI using our
proprietary automation and monitoring tool OCTA
• Smart library to optimize monitoring of Oracle Applications and database
• 50+ custom queries to perform preventative database maintenance

• 35 Oracle awards
• 10,000+ Oracle resources
• Completed more than 6,500
Oracle projects

• IBM Digital Workers reduce downtime by 20% and ticket creation by 25%

OCI credentials

Reduce risk with built-in security

• 400+ Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
certified consultants

• Recognized #1 by Gartner in security
• Built-in certification for regulatory compliance, embedded with industry standards

• Specialized in Oracle Infrastructure
as a Service

• IBM Security services to support OCI including anti-virus, penetration testing,
IAM, SIEM, and DDOS

• Leader for Oracle cloud application
services as recognized by Gartner

Simplify Oracle service requests with a single Unified Service Portal

• Recognized #1 by Gartner in
Hybrid Cloud migrations

• Your one-stop shop for analytics, monitoring, managing multi-cloud workloads

Operate mission-critical applications with confidence
• Rely on IBM’s experience as the world’s largest Managed Services provider

End-to-end services
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Advisory Services

Managed Applications

OCI Innovation

We help you get on the
journey to OCI with Cloud
Impact Assessments,
business cases, ROI
analyses, and industry
benchmarking. Then
we’ll define and guide
your organization to
an ideal target state.

We’re a one-stop shop
for your OCI platform,
helping you migrate,
provision and tool
your environment,
and provide complete
managed services
from OS, DB and
apps to dev support.

We deliver a range of
innovative solutions on
OCI, including advanced
analytics, security
services, integrations and
extensions, SaaS-based
enterprise apps, and a full
range of app modernization
and DevOps services.

“For the last 20 years IBM Services has been a leader in managing
the world’s data centers. Now we’re bringing the same portfolio
of experience, skills, tools and technologies to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, backed by over 400 OCI-certified consultants.”
— Chacko Thomas, Global Oracle Sales & Offerings Leader, IBM Services
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Getting started
Learn more about how IBM can
help you get started with your
migration to Oracle Cloud.

Contacts
Chacko Thomas
Global Oracle Sales & Offerings Leader
cthomas@us.ibm.com
Paul Cyphers
Global Oracle Managed Applications
Offering Manager
pcyphers@us.ibm.com

